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Pampered Pooches Begging Santa for Glamour Tote and Tutu-Riffic Dress this Holiday Season 
The Latest Dogs of Glamour Products to be Showcased at the 2014 Superzoo Show in Las Vegas 

 
Los Angeles, CA – June 2014 – Hollywood’s hottest celebrities wouldn’t be caught dead sporting last season’s fashions. 
And increasingly they won’t be seen without their pampered pooches in tow either. Thanks to the Dogs of Glamour 
collection, dogs of sophistication can look just as fabulous as the owners who are carrying them. Brand new for the 
holiday season, Dogs of Glamour has introduced the Glamour Tote and the full-of-frills Tutu-Riffic Dress to its elite line 

of canine clothing and accessories. The complete Dogs of Glamour product line 
will be showcased in Booth 10139 at the 2014 Superzoo show in Las Vegas from 
July 22-24.   
 
Based on a comparison of U.S. dog ownership in 2000 versus 2010, market 
researchers Packaged Facts concluded that U.S. pet owners are 
increasingly favoring smaller dogs. In fact, nearly half of dogs owned by Americans 
are under 25 pounds. And as can be seen with the Hollywood elite, these dogs are 
often included in everyday activities, dressed in stylish clothes and toted in 
sophisticated handbags.  
 
Dogs of Glamour caters to this growing breed of dog owners with a line of fashion 

canine accessories designed specifically for the cherished, handbag-carried canine crowd. New for the 2014 holiday 
season is the the Glam Tote is crafted from quilted vegan leather and features top and side ventilation, signature lining, 
and a quilted front design accented with rhinestones.  MSRP $229.95 
 

Joining the Glamour Tote in Dogs of Glamour’s holiday offerings is the Tutu-Riffic Dress tanks. The exquisite Tutu-Riffic 
Dress (MSRP $49.95) is overflowing with princess charm. It will satisfy any dog owner’s love of vibrant colors, dreamy 
silhouettes and small touches of sparkle. Its delicate floral lace and cotton top paired with satin lace up ribbons accents 
exudes doggy femininity. Crystals over tulle layers create a full skirt adorned with an oversize bow on the waistline to 
add final pleasing details. MSRP $49.95  

Discerning dog owners who want to deck out their pooches for the holidays or who 
are searching for one-of-a-kind gifts for the pup that has everything will find other 
fancy attire in the Dogs of Glamour collection as well. Ruffled and blinged-out 
dresses, dapper vests, statement-making shirts, cozy, high-style hoodies, and quilted 
and fur-trimmed coats/jackets are all part of the company’s lineup. Joining these 
items is an array of chic harnesses, plush beds, rugs and toys, and carriers. 
 
Dogs of Glamour canine accessories are available for purchase online at 
www.DogsOfGlamour.com and in pet boutiques around the country. Attendees of 
this year’s Superzoo show in Las Vegas are invited to stop by the Dogs of Glamour 
booth #10139 to see the full collection in person.  
 
About Dogs of Glamour 
Dogs of Glamour is a line of high-end canine products that are designed in the USA specifically with glamorous dogs in 
mind. The brand embraces pampered pooches’ bright and glamorous lifestyle with every single product it 
encompasses. From carriers, clothing and harnesses to luxurious beds, rugs and accessories, Dogs of Glamour enables 
canines the world over to live a glamorous lifestyle. The company is based in trendy Los Angeles, the pet pampering 
capital of the world. For additional information on the company, please visit www.DogsOfGlamour.com.  
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